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This report summarizes findings from a February, 2017, survey of tourism industry
stakeholders in Oregon. The survey sought feedback from stakeholders to provide guidance
and perspective on priorities for future investments from Regional Destination Management
Organizations. Findings are presented for respondents from Central Oregon with additional
statewide results for context.
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METHODOLOGY
The survey was conducted online and was distributed in February,
2017, via emails and an open URL to Travel Oregon databases with
additional distribution from RDMOs. A total of 1,007 valid responses
were collected. Results presented in this report are segmented by the
region in which the respondent indicated they live or work. That is, this
report aggregates responses from Central Oregon to provide relevant
insights to the Central Oregon RDMO. In addition, questions were
asked in a way (prioritization ratings) such that it is possible to compare
across tactical opportunity categories. In this report the terms
respondent and stakeholder are used interchangeably.

SIGNIFICANCE
Because this survey was not conducted from a random sample it is not
appropriate to perform typical statistical tests on the data. Therefore,
confidence bands are not presented. The survey results should be
viewed as an aggregation of relevant and thoughtful feedback from
constituents. The applicability of findings to real life circumstances may
depend on whether the feedback is from a broad enough (or
representative) swath of stakeholders and whether individual RDMOs
believe they have engaged with enough stakeholders to have a good
gauge of the stakeholders’ priorities. An assessment of the industries
represented and the overall response numbers suggest that for all
regions a diverse and appropriately sized cross-section of stakeholders
responded, adding confidence to the applicability of results.
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KEY FINDINGS
•

Satisfied with the Direction of Tourism in Central Oregon: Respondents from Central
Oregon indicated high overall satisfaction with the direction of tourism in their region, with 72%
indicating they “agree” or “strongly agree” with the statement, “Overall I am satisfied with the
direction the tourism industry is headed in my region” (page 4).

•

Concern about Overcrowding and Distribution of Tourism: In open-ended comments about
the overall health of the tourism industry in Central Oregon a common theme was concern
about overuse and overcrowding. A related concern was that the tourism promotion too
focused on Bend and Sunriver and that work needs to be done to draw visitors out from areas
which are highly trafficked to outlying parts of the region (pages 5, 6, and 16).

•

Above Average Familiarity with the RDMO: Stakeholders in Central Oregon expressed that
they were “very familiar” with initiatives taken by the RDMO in the past 12 months in much
higher percentages than elsewhere in the state. In addition, respondents were most familiar
with Destination Development and Marketing initiatives (page 6).

•

Highest Priorities Are Identified in Marketing and Development: Across all categories, only
a handful of tactics were identified as a “high priority” or a “very high priority” by over 66% of
respondents from Central Oregon. In the Marketing three tactics met this threshold: content
development, targeted PR efforts, and leveraging opportunities with Travel Oregon and other
DMOs (page 7). In Destination Development, Management and Capacity Building and
additional three tactics met this threshold: working to increase off-season visitation,
management of tourism to preserve local assets, and development/expansion of trail systems
(pages 8 and 9).

•

Product Development and Air Service Revenue Bank Evaluated: In the Central Oregon
custom questions, stakeholders were asked to prioritize “investments in rural communities to
support real-time visitor information for public land assets” and “preparations for commercial air
service reduction and development via Revenue Guarantee Travel Bank.” Of these, there was
higher prioritization for the investments in real-time visitor information (page 12).

•

Satisfaction with Direction of Tourism is High, though Directly Tracking Business from
COVA Efforts is Relatively Low: In the Central Oregon custom questions, stakeholders
evaluated their satisfaction with COVA and their engagement with COVA. Matching findings
from the beginning of the survey, 67% of respondents indicated they “agreed” or “strongly
agreed” that they were satisfied with the direction of tourism in Central Oregon – while a slightly
lower percentage (55%) “agreed or “strongly agreed” that they were satisfied with the past
efforts of COVA. Interestingly, and despite relatively high levels of satisfaction, a majority (55%)
indicated that their entity had not directly tracked business as a result of COVA marketing efforts
(page 13).
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RESPONDENT PROFILE
The figures below present the overall number of respondents as well as the industries in which
respondents work. The question for Organization Type was a multiple response question, allowing
respondents to select more than one industry or organization type. Thus, percentages will not sum to
100%. Relative to other regions, respondents from Central Oregon were more likely to be in “Public
Agencies/Government” or a “Chamber of Commerce” and less likely to be in “Education” or a
“Restaurant, Breweries, and Wineries.” Additional details can be found in the charts below.
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INDUSTRY HEALTH MEASURES
On measures of overall industry health, respondents from Central Oregon indicate high levels of
satisfaction. Relative to the rest of the state, respondents are more satisfied with the direction of the
tourism industry. While the level of respondents indicating that they agree that tourism positively
impacts the region is quite high (86%) it is lower than the aggregate of responses from the rest of the
state.

In addition to the structured question on the state of the tourism industry, respondents were asked an
open-ended question about the overall health of the tourism industry. Those responses have been
included on the following page for Central Oregon along with the overall ratings for additional context.
One prominent theme from these comments is a concern about overcrowding or over-use of natural
and community resources. Some respondents indicate that they are not concerned about this, but
have heard others in the community who may be worried about the impacts.
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Satisfied w/
direction of tourism
industry in Oregon.

Tourism in my
region positively
impacts the
community.

• I believe more emphasis on Arts and Cultural Tourism would be helpful.
• I believe we are beginning to constructively reframe how we deliver destination marketing,
recognizing some areas have limited capacity to handle more tourism during certain times of
the year.
• I lve in a pretty remote area and don't really see the effects of tourism in our entire state.
• I think the appeal for many people who live in La Pine is isolation. Increasing tourism can be
a tough sell to some. We will need to do some work in this area.
• In Central Oregon tourism is very important to the local economy and tourism efforts have
been very successful. It's challenged the resources of local communities to continue and
provide somewhat affordable housing- or enough housing at all. It's also challenged the ability
of public land management agencies that continue to receive budget cuts to recreation
programs to manage the impacts of all the use. It's a double-edged sword.
• In our area, it is extremely healthy.
• Interest in visitation to Oregon continues to grow, and it is exciting!
• It is good but as in our community, there are mixed feelings ~ NIMBYism, dislike of increased
traffic, etc., but enjoy the businesses that have grown as a result of more people to frequent
businesses or consume their products.
• It is taking a sharp uber-turn, as OTAs move in, causing small businesses to adapt to the way
people travel now, by smart phones.
• Might be interesting to look at the other regions to detect if they are experiencing any
backlash from too much tourism...some residents in CO are becoming negative toward the
peak summer tourism season.
• need more stewardship messaging
• Need more visitor transportation options.
• Needs be "less" restrictions re: access/use of public lands
• Oregon is quite talented as hosts to our visitors.
• Overcrowding is becoming an issue here in central Oregon, but it does bring in the dollars
and hugely supports the local economy. I like how we are helping to promote the more rural
parts of the state and the cottage industries that bring fresh food, wine, beer, and creative
arts, travel/tours, and unique offerings that focus on the natural and cultural history of a
specific place.
• Smaller towns need more support and coverage regarding their areas and getting tourists to
visit
• The industry is great in and around Bend, Sisters, and places like Smith Rock, Lava Lands,
or Newberry National Volcanic Monument, but some communities, such as Warm Springs
and Madras are not successful at bringing in tourist dollars.
• The shoulder seasons are beginning to fill with leisure golfer travel from April-October which
helps the shoulder seasons.
• The tourism center in Springfield/ Eugene area is excellent and tourism information is
available from staff.
• The tourism industry health must consider the health and sustainability of the specific
destinations advertised on public lands to get visitors here.
• The value of tourism on our community is somewhat misunderstood, under-valued and
sometimes feared. More information and data on the how important tourism is to the
economy of a community and how low impact it usually is, to the average person, to help over
come fear. It seldom negatively impacts the lifestyle of local residents...
• There is some push-back from Bend to reduce tourism activity, which I disagree with.
• There needs to be a more inclusive plan for the state and local communities.
• To include WS Tribe in the tourism industry in Oregon.
• Tourism is not the end all but is part of a balanced community.
• Tourism provides great benefit and impact. Overcrowding and resource impact is a concern.

Satisfied w/
direction of tourism
industry in my
region.

• Areas like ours need more education. There is a "Not in our town" "Keep those city folks in
Bend" philosophy here.
• Basic infrastructure needs are in need of financing
• Healthy tourism industry supports local economy and should also support local tourist
destinations and opportunities.
• I believe in Central Oregon too many homes are rented to tourists and not enough affordable
housing is available. The infrastructure needs to be updated as well. It seems many more
people from WA, CA and ID are driving here. I dread the tourist traffic. It's awful.

My community
understands the
value of tourism.

Question: Is there anything else you would like to share about the overall
health of the tourism industry in Oregon?
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• With the significant increase of tourism in Central Oregon over the last few years, there
seams to be questions and maybe concerns about the amount of tourism and maybe that can
Neutral
be justified with more PR on the value of tourism for the area. Just a thought and comments I
have heard.
• workforce housing is a big obstacle.
Agree
• Would like to see more outfitter and guide industry promotion.
Strongly Agree
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Respondents were asked to indicate their familiarity with regional initiatives engaged in by the RDMO
over the past 12 months. Central Oregon respondents were, overall, more familiar with the activities of
the RDMO. Respondents were most familiar with the marketing and development initiatives of the
RDMO. This result may be a reflection of the priorities of the RDMO or it may reflect the priorities of the
constituients. Additionally, future investments in Global Sales, Training, and Capacity Building are
likely to need additional communication and outreach efforts in order to be better recognized and
understood by stakeholders.

Repondents were also asked to describe a specific outcome they would like their region to achieve in
the next three to five years that would increase the economic impact of tourism or enhance the vitality
and sustainability of the destination. The table below summarizes the comments (presented in their
entirety in the Appendix on page 16). Encouraging visitors to move from overburdened areas to lesser
visited parts of the region was a desire commonly expressed by stakeholders.
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MARKETING AND PUBLIC RELATIONS
Respondents were asked to prioritize a variety of marketing tactics for their region. Respondents could
select from a scale of responses, including: “not a priority,” “low priority,” “moderate priority,” “high
priority,” and “very high priority.” The figure below reflects responses for Central Oregon. The standout
priorities (those with more than two-thirds of respondents indicating a high or very high priority) are
leveraging opportunities with Travel Oregon, targeted PR efforts, and content creation.
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DESTINATION DEVELOPMENT AND MANAGEMENT
Stakeholders in Central Oregon were asked to prioritize destination development opportunities from an
exhaustive list which included destination management, destination development and capacity building.
Across the three macro-categories (management, development, and capacity), there are three priorities
which more than two-thirds of respondents identified as a “very high priority” or a “high priority.” These
three are: working to increase off-season visitation, management of tourism to preserve local assets,
and development/expansion of trail systems.
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INDUSTRY SERVICES
Stakeholders used the same rating system as in previous sections to prioritize specific industry and
visitor services initiatives. Though no specific activities were considered to be a “very high priority” or a
“high priority” by more than two-thirds of respondents (as in other sections), there are still clear
initiatives which stakeholders have identified as relatively higher priorities. Educational opportunities
and placement of brochures and collateral were both rated as a “very high priority” or a “high priority” by
more than half of Central Oregon stakeholders.
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GLOBAL SALES
Using the same rating scale as in previous sections, Central Oregon stakeholders evaluated several
tactics related to international sales, development of international markets, international public relations
and international marketing. Respondents from Central Oregon prioritized developing local partners
highest. Three other areas also were rated as a “very high priority” or a “high priority” by approximately
half of respondents: FAM trip hosting, itinerary development, and PR pitches. Participation in
international tradeshows and provision of educational opportunities were the lowest priorities to
respondents from Central Oregon.
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CUSTOM REGIONAL QUESTIONS
Each region had the opportunity to ask a series of custom questions of specific interest to their
stakeholders, challenges, and opportunities. Findings from these custom questions are presented
below.
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Other

Areas other than Bend/Sunriver

Air Connections

Housing

Increased Visitation Numbers

Marketing

Transportation

Crowding/Resource Use

Sustainability

Q. In a sentence or two, please describe a specific outcome you would like your region to
achieve in the next three to five years that would increase the economic impact of tourism or
enhance the vitality and sustainability of your destination.

Off Season Visitation

APPENDIX – OPEN ENDED RESPONSES

Central Oregon
• 25% increase in visitor traffic during the months of Feb, Mar, Apr, May, Oct
• A comprehensive, stakeholder developed strategy for developing and maintaining a sustainable system of trails,
including a network which links residents and tourists to public lands and local communities. These would be multimodal connections to enhance livability and keep visitors in the area longer.
• As a land manager, the outcome I would like to move toward is sustainable recreation - keeping visitation and impacts at
"reasonable and manageable" levels so that people will continue to come for generations into the future.
• Assistance with creating a 3-5 year marketing plan for our area
• Central OR does not need wealthy people to visit. We need financially secure travelers to visit, targeting the MANY closete-each-other OUTDOOR RECREATION OPPORTUNITIES at one's fingertips. Our resort needs increasing occupancy,
then we can increase pricing and improve bottom line. Faced with increasing competition for lodging, we've been unable
to increase pricing, yet our cost of living rises.
• Central Oregon is a must-see for International Travelers as a unique setting with a vibrant arts community and an
opportunity to experience the cultural diversity of America.
• Central Oregon to become known as the top recreation and lodging experience as one of the top 3 destinations in
Oregon.
• Continue the success of tourism within Central Oregon through thoughtful regional collaboration, and insightful
management of the growth in visitation.
• Creation of tourism industry workforce housing/transportation.
• Dedicated staff (P/T to F/T) to outlaying communities to work directly with Visitor Centers/Chambers.
• Develop a system in which those using effective marketing media such as Twitter are aware of and are considering
before posting sensitive, overcrowded and impacted areas (especially wilderness destinations). A regional system in
which some % of tourism/lodging receipts are being applied to partnerships with natural resource agencies in which,
trail, natural resource and facility maintenance are being supported and enhanced to maintain long term sustainability in
the resources and amenities which attract visitors in the first place.
• Development of sustainable tourism initiatives and better transportation options.
• Find ways to give visitors and locals alternative transportation options that will help to decrease traffic congestion and air
pollution from vehicles.
• Focus on shoulder season and areas that are not at peak capacity during the busy season. Keep Oregon , Oregon.
• High impacts of summer tourism is causing issues with locals in Central Oregon. Need to help address that issue.
• I believe in the course our regional DMO is following and think the steps they have taken to ensure a vibrant and healthy
tourist economy
• I would like the tourism sector's voice to be heard in regards to Deschutes River usage. Tourism continues to grow, yet
the managing agencies of the Deschutes River continue to lower the limits on the river use allowed. These are in direct
conflict!
• I would like to see more education and networking among the tourism industry in Central Oregon.
• I would like to see more non-stop flights into our area and a push for more local outdoor activities.
• I would like to see our area develop with better signage, customer service and curb appeal. With these improvements it
will bring the tourist as it will be easy to get round to the sites, provide excellent care for the tourists and allows them
enjoy their stay.
• I would like to see south central Oregon (south of Sunriver) achieve some of the same recognition as the northern
portion. Central Oregon as a region has a great deal to offer end to end and marketing the outlying areas can help to
alleviate the congestion at the more marketed sites.
• I would like to see the community (i.e., locals), as a whole, embrace tourism and for visitors to feel welcomed.
• I would like to see the SPRAY AREA included in the regional organization. I have seen no evidence of it as yet and,
supposedly we are to expect thousands this coming August as we are DIRECTLY in the path of the coming eclipse. We
have a campground that is reasonably priced and have had very few inquiries.
• I'd like Central Oregon to continue to work on attracting visitors during non-peak seasons. Additionally, I'd like us to
continue working with our air partners in promoting our non-stop service throughout the West/SW.
• Identifying other locations for people to play than the big name spots and wonders. Moderating visitation to heavy use
sites and increasing education about human impact, leave no trace, etc.
• Increase visitation in off season periods.
• Level the seasonality of visitor volume. Enhance the product and awareness of our more rural visitor community assets
to disburse visitor volume beyond the more urban center. Alleviate seasonal compression.
• Maintaining our tourism assets while managing the growth of the region.
• Manage demand during peak periods better to maintain a great visitor experience while stimulating trial and new offerings
using existing assets during the other 8 months of the year. It will require a shift to an active programming mentality v.
marketing/communications focus.
• Marketing other sites/locations, rather than just the popular ones. Popular sites are experiencing heavy visitor use and it
is causing environmental damage.
• More inclusiveness of our Tribe and what we have to offer. More development of Tourism, tour guides, attractions and
tourism customer service training.
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Off Season Visitation

Q. In a sentence or two, please describe a specific outcome you would like your region to
achieve in the next three to five years that would increase the economic impact of tourism or
enhance the vitality and sustainability of your destination.

Central Oregon
•
•
•
•

More public rest areas along the river & improvements for the local lodging operators to encourage more visitors.
Partnership opportunities for a major event.
promote off-season travel during shoulder seasons.
Provide emphasis for planning & implementation of visitor services and therefore local economic development in the
more remote, rural communities. Enhance public safety resources.
• Provide support to conduct sustainable trails planning, coordinate volunteers, and maintain trails on the National Forest.

1
1
1
1
1

• Redirection of some of the heavy recreation and tourism use in Bend to other rural communities who need more support
and economy. Like Mitchell.
• Spreading more tourism into the rural communities of Central Oregon
• Sustainable recreation use and growth. marketing is all focused on consumptive outdoor experiences. need stewardship
messages
• The biggest problem in Grant and Wheeler Counties is the lack of appropriate infrastructure for visitors and for
employees moving to the area, specifically decent affordable lodging/housing.
• The region needs to become less Bend focused. Increase the tourist interaction between Bend and outlying Central
Oregon locations. ie Visit Bend but tour Warm Springs, Prineville etc.. Every location will benefit.
• The Warm Springs Tribes have a unique opportunity to create an attractive destination tourism environment that
travelers will want to stop and refresh themselves and shop for unique cultural items.. The timing is right with major
redevelopment of the present downtown campus areas and facilities to occur in 2017. The Tribes shall be soliciting
funds from government and charitable Trusts and Foundations to implement previous planning efforts to establish a
viable sustainable tourism location.
• This region could benefit from a broader range of recreation destinations to spread out use. This may even increase
economic impact of tourism by highlight more things to do and promoting a longer stay for more exploring.
• We each have an individual brand, so it hard to market together, but if we could increase the quality of our marketing
materials that would be a great outcome.
• We need to focus on infrastructure such as maintaining the condition of streets, roadways and highways to improve the
visitor experience.
• Well collaborated team concept for Oregonian tourism. Support and promote each other.
• Work together to develop tourism regionally and position each community at it's best.
• Would be interesting to see if the survey helped & made a difference for Oregon Tourism.
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Marketing Open-Ended Tactical Comments: Central Oregon
Q. Please indicate any other areas of marketing which you believe should be an extremely high priority for your regional destination
management organization in order to advance the economic impact of tourism in your region:
• All media should be joint focused for all of tourism assets for the state.
• COVA excels in this category for the region, so emphasis in responses have been placed in areas for additional development, recognizing we have a very strong baseline
already in existence.
• Education for small tourism businesses to leverage marketing/communications effectively via mobile devices. Establish easy to fund and execute tools so mom and pop
operations can be mobile...Coop ap?
• I believe COVA has their finger on the pulse of how best to move forward with marketing Central Oregon, particularly to international visitors.
• International Travelers
• Involve tourists to share videos of their experience. Video and social media is where you will get the most traction.
• Native American crafts
• Outdoor VR video experiences (3D, HD, 360°)
• The Warm Springs Tribes have many talented artists and persons that can make cultural and historic items that have value to purchase. There is an opportunity to market what
the native peoples can make and sell to visitors that is unique to the Warm Springs Reservation.
• This area (Bend) has been sufficiently advertised, what I would like to see is messaging that adequately conveys what visitors can expect when visiting the backcountry (namely
the Cascades) adjacent to Bend. The visitation continues to grow annually and this affects what visitors can expect.
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Global Sales Open-Ended Tactical Comments: Central Oregon
Q. Please indicate any other areas of global sales and international travel trade and media which you believe should be an extremely high
priority for your regional destination management organization in order to advance the economic impact of tourism in your region:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Collective tourism information
Concentration on 'sustainability'
Continuation of providing regional reporting (Int'l clipping reports and regional economic impact); Regional tariff reports(?)
Focus international efforts to attract guests during off peak periods, not peak summer!
I have concerns regarding international marketing and broadening our visitor base until challenges with public transportation and better management of user numbers at
recreation destinations are addressed. We need to ensure we are focusing on appropriate infrastructure and capacity first.
I will default to COVA to answer the International questions.
Internet age, time & travel expenses not justified. But communicating, networking with Intl "sales missions/trade shows" can still be done. If fly-fishermen & skiers & rock
climbers & motorcyclists overseas knew what was here, they'd want to be here. Europeans love our open spaces. (Innkeeper 24 yrs).
Learn more about Partnerships for export & chain stores for local Native American artists.
Offer the travelers that make this their destination place to visit something unique and special to share to make their visit enjoyable and memorable.
Our market is California and Washington. Only small emphasis / resources to attract foreign visitors is most cost effective.
There is far more to be gained by the tourism industry in Central Oregon by focusing on domestic travelers. I recognize this may not be the case for Portland and the rest of the
state but is the reality of our region.

Destination Development Open-Ended Tactical Comments: Central Oregon
Q. Please indicate any other areas of planning, management, development, training, or capacity building which you believe should be an
extremely high priority for your regional destination management organization in order to advance the economic impact of tourism in your
region:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Affordable workforce housing, proximate to places of work: that is the root cause of most of our challenges in CO
Again, concentration on "sustainable tourism"
community curb appeal
Focus on areas other than just Bend. All of the towns in Central Oregon have something of value to offer tourists if it's marketed in the right way to the right audience.
Focusing on shoulder seasons as our region is under stress in the peak seasons.
I have been unable to find out WHO IS our Regional Destination Management Organization!!!!!
It's hard to weigh in on this from the outside. I believe our regional DMO is doing an excellent job. I believe the most important aspect of their work is to protect our local sites,
and to proactively manage both high and low season visitors to the region, ensuring a positive interaction between the two. They understand how to do this better than anyone.

• Remove and replace aging water, sewer and electric infrastructure and demolish 30+ houses, transport debris and prepare areas for future businesses, shops, restaurants,
food carts, and cultural items and artwork. It is an extreme high priority to convert the existing downtown campus or "town center" of about 12 acres into a destination stopping
point between Portland and Bend. The Warm Springs Tribes want to develop and construct those areas and facilities that will attract travelers on State Highway 26 to stop and
stay at the soon to renovated and developed downtown campus. Planned development shall comprise business incubators, food carts, open market areas for selling farmers
market items and cultural items, gas station, quality restrooms, park like setting with water features to enjoy eating outdoors, trails, restaurants, market for meats and fish, and a
dozen other tourist driven businesses. Also, an open air amphitheatre for native american presentations and costume dancing. The Warm Springs Tribes desire to develop a
thriving sustainable business economy that will satisfy the visitors and provide numerous opportunities for employment and tribal members earning a living selling goods,
services and entertainment
• Strongly encourage combined public agency interactions with the public and enhance collaborative planning processes to include public participation. Must be a "strong" effort
to enhance public safety services.
• Sustainable trails planning, grant opportunities for outdoor recreation, and funds for public lands volunteer coordinator to develop voluntourism opportunities, with coordination
and on the ground field support.
• These questions are about a region that is very different. For instance- Warm Springs and Madras vs Bend- Bend is driving most of your input. It is time to bring the outlying
areas into the picture.

Industry Services Open-Ended Tactical Comments: Central Oregon
Q. Please indicate any other areas of of industry services which you believe should be an extremely high priority for your regional destination
management organization in order to advance the economic impact of tourism in your region:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A well coordinated tourism collaboration to promote a team oriented visual promotion.
Familiarization with OR Tribes and what each entity has to offer to tourist. A map sharing the location, attractions, website information etc.
I have been unable to find a central person in cjarge of this. If there is such a person, it would be good if people knew who that person is.
Identify and interact with organizations that view tourism as a low priority in order to determine how to better intergrate and promote tourism in different communities.
Include Confederated Tribes of Warm Springs to advance tourism in our region.
More education, possible investment, in tourism facilities.
the Creative Economy - Arts and Cultural Tourism opportunities
Train Tribal members on the importance of tourism for attracting visitors to the envisioned downtown campus areas and facilities build out. Hire top people to bring success to
the developed economic business areas.
• Work together as a region/state to find weak links in the tourism, message and or product.
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